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Text extration is the proess of pulling out ertain substrings from a doument, and (possibly) storing

these extrated substrings into a database in a systemati way. For instane, a text extration system

might examine \help wanted" ads and onstrut database reords ontaining a job title, a job loation,

and an employer's name and address.

Extration from natural language text is often failitated by linguisti information, like part of

speeh and shallow parses. Unfortunately, muh of the information on the web is not presented in

grammatial running text, but instead is presented in short snippets of text organized into lists and

tables. This makes use of linguisti information problemati. In extrating text from suh \semi-

strutured" douments, information about doument formatting an sometimes play the same role

that linguisti information does in grammatial douments; however, a number of tehnial issues

arise in doing this.

One issue is that, just as natural language sentenes an be parsed multiple ways, formatting

strutures an be syntatially ambiguous. For instane, omplex tables often an be interpreted

in many di�erent ways, only some of whih are semantially orret. This leads to an unfortunate

yli dependeny, in whih semanti analysis (extration) requires formatting analysis, whih in turn

requires semanti analysis.

A seond issue is that on many web sites, there are strong regularities in the types of format-

ting strutures used. The situation is roughly analogous to a parsing problem in whih thousands

of douments must be parsed, but eah doument is written in its own distintive sublanguage of

English. Extration from a web site an often be failitated if one an infer the loal formatting

sublanguage. However, this loal sublanguage inferene problem also typially requires some semanti

understanding, again leading to a yli dependeny.

Fortunately, methods exist for breaking these yles. \Shallow" format analysis an be used as a

set of features for a learning system. This allows the learning method to resolve possible ambiguities.

Loal sublanguage learning an be addressed by either probabilisti or iterative tehniques. In my

talk I will present a number of short ase studies of these tehniques, and explain how they relate.


